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The Milady Standard Haircutting Program is a formalized system made to produce learning the
foundational principles of haircutting easier, while ensuring a good knowledge of the technical
and creative aspects of haircutting which will set students up for success throughout their
career. It then builds and strengthens the skills that are offered through repetition, revision, and
exploration. The system teaches fifteen haircuts, each delivered via brief, segmented pieces of
content, that allow for the information to be easily understood and retained. The machine also
provides learners with a conceptual understanding of the components included, teaching them
to obviously communicate their creative ideas with their guests and the capability to adapt the
discovered techniques to ensure their approach to every individual patron will yield equally
successful results.
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I was so very happy to see that Milady has once more become the .!. After being disappointed by
milady regular updo I was hesatant about using this text book in my own class room. Nice Book.
Covers basics and gives instructions for completing 15 basic cuts A book won't substitute
practical teaching but this one will give you a basic understanding of some cuts. The guidelines
are clear easy to follow and understand for the beginner level pupil and will also advantage the
seasoned stylist or educator wanting to brush up on their hair cutting game. I am in the process
of integrating these in with my current hair cutting classes as well as using this text message to
provide continued education corses at my school aswell. Tremendous work milady. almost as
effective as it could've been 4.5 stars really; my main complaints are that the bangs/fringe
section does not have any images, and that just about all the hair versions have dark locks and a
dark cape is used with all of them so that it's hard to see what the photos are supposed to show.
I was so very happy to observe that Milady has once again become the standard. It goes over the
techniques essential for a proper client consultation, draping and knowledge of locks
distribution. This book does not have any advanced cuts or techniques, it's a good starting place
for newbies and professional seeking to review essentials. It has guidelines and illustrations for
15 haircuts. Great refresher for me personally.It has haircuts for women and some basic cuts for
men. Good usful for basics Any kind of cuts that you questioned your skills in, this will get rid of
any self-doubt! Therefore before I had the school I teach at purchase these for the students I
decided to get myself a duplicate. The only issue is that some of the diagrams could be
complicated because they don't relate with the written instructions so it's a tiny do you know
what the symbols mean occasionally. Hair cutting Bible This book can be an absolute purchase
for a student!.! Helpful for cutting somebody else's hair, but too difficult for me to slice my own
hair Very good compared to what is out there. Nice Learned a few tips.
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